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MOTIVATION AND METHOD 

Most of the stage-discharge relationships used at gauging stations have to be extrapolated to a large 

extent above the discharge range where direct discharge measurements are available. Resulting 

discharge time series are therefore affected by huge uncertainty. This is particularly true for isolated 

sites prone to fast floods where it is difficult to get a hydrometry staff on time, safely, and with an 

appropriate measurement technique. Image velocimetry techniques used and assessed in flume 

experiments may be implemented at permanent stations in order to measure the velocity field at the 

flow free-surface (Hauet et al. 2008). The objective of this work is to implement and assess a image-

based technique to monitor river discharge accurately, continuously and non intrusively. 

In the Large Scale Particle Image Velocimetry (LSPIV) technique, image sequences are orthorectified 

and the displacements of visible patterns throughout the surface of the flow are computed using a 

correlation algorithm applied to gray-scale pixel clusters (Fig. 1). The surface velocity field is 

obtained by dividing the displacements by the time interval between images, typically several 

hundreds of milliseconds. If the cross-section geometry is known, as well as the mean depth-average 

to surface velocity ratio (velocity coefficient), the discharge can be derived in real-time with an 

acceptable accuracy during floods (Le Coz et al. 2010). Then, a permanent station may rapidly 

produce flood data to improve the highest part of stage-discharge relationships. 

 

  

 

 

Fig. 1 Results yielded by the image station Volane river at Vals-les-Bains (2010/09/07): raw image (left), 

orthorectified image with anchor points (GRP) and LSPIV surface velocity field (right). 

IMPLEMENTATION OF A PERMANENT STATION NETWORK 

The data acquisition system we developed and installed consists of an analog video-camera driven by 

an industrial PC powered by Red Hat Linux with a dedicated application. This technical solution was 

chosen in order to precisely control the time interval between images in each pair. The time interval is 

recorded with a 1 µs resolution and conforms to the nominal value within 10 µs typically. The water 
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level measured by an external sensor (pressure gauge or radar) is stored in the EXIF metadata of 

images, along with time interval since the previous image. Typically, sequences of 20 images 

separated by 200 ms are acquired every 20 min. Every 1 hour, images are fetched on a server through 

secured ADSL connection and their integrity is checked. Then, within a few minutes, images are 

orthorectified and the LSPIV surface velocity field and discharge are computed and stored in a 

database. In 2010, 3 image stations were functional throughout the Ardèche river catchment, southern 

France: Ardèche at Sauze, Volane at Vals, and Lignon at Jaujac. Other stations are planned to be 

installed in 2011 and 2012. 

RESULTS 

During the first months of operation of the image stations, a few floods have already been measured, 

in some case producing discharge ratings greater than the highest available data. For instance, 

discharges measured at Vals station during daytime on 2011, December 23 confirmed the stage-

discharge relationship above the available discharge gaugings by ADCP or current-meter (Fig. 2). 

Even when urban lights are present, image velocimetry is difficult or impossible by night. This is a 

serious limitation as some flood peaks occurred by night. The measurement system showed a 

satisfactory stability and robustness, except some problems with water level measurements. 

 

 

Fig. 2 Rating curve and individual ratings (with 10% interval) at station Volane river at Vals-les-Bains 

CONCLUSION 

Permanent stations for image-based flood discharge measurements are promising for improving the 

accuracy of the highest parts of stage-discharge relationships, as well as for early warning of flood, 

since discharge may be announced in quasi real-time. A robust and accurate system was developed 

and implemented at several stations throughout the Ardèche river catchment, France. The data 

provided by our first tests provide a discharge accuracy of 10-20% typically in good conditions of 

application. Additional comparison tests are needed to further validate the method. 
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